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Propensity scorematching (PSM) is the de-facto standard for estimating causal
effects in observational studies. We show that PSM and its implementations
are susceptible to several major drawbacks and illustrate these findings us-
ing a case study with 17, 427 patients. We derive four formal properties an
optimal statistical matching algorithm should meet, and propose Determinis-
tic Balancing Score exact Matching (DBSeM) which meets the aforementioned
properties for an exact matching. Furthermore, we investigate one of the main
problems of PSM, that is that common PSM results in one valid set of matched
pairs or a bootstrapped PSM in a selection of possible valid sets of matched
pairs. For exact matchings we provide the mathematical proof, that DBSeM,
as a result, delivers the expected value of all valid sets of matched pairs for the
investigated dataset.
1 Introduction
Statistical matching (SM) is widely used to reduce the effect of confounding [1–3] when evalu-
ating the relative effects of two different paths of action in an observational study. For instance,
medical studies use SM to compare mortality rates between two patient populations that have
received two different treatments or procedures [4–31]. With more than 16,000 citations in
research papers within the last 12 months [32], Propensity Score Matching (PSM) [33] is the
de-facto standard for SM in such applications.
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While some limitations of PSM have been studied [32,34,35] and the quality of PSM results
have been discussed through empirical evaluations, PSM results have not yet been sufficiently
investigated in a mathematical sense. This is particularly important since PSM results are often
used for making critical decisions such as choosing the best medical procedure. On the basis
of a general PSM algorithm we show, that PSM can lead to arbitrary decision making and
that PSM-based results are susceptible to manipulation by cherry-picking outcomes supporting
certain hypotheses. We illustrate our findings using the example of a real-world medical study
and present Deterministic Balancing Score Exact Matching (DBSeM) - a new approach for
exact SM that delivers the average result for all valid sets of exact matchings for the investigated
dataset and is therefore reproducible and reliable.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
C1: We investigate potential pitfalls based on an analysis of general PSM implementations
taken from guidelines for implementing PSM algorithm and illustrate our findings by using the
database for isolated aortic valve procedures 2013 containing information on 17,427 patients,
their treatment and various other, relevant parameters.
C2: We formally derive four properties that an optimal SM algorithm has to meet: repro-
ducibility of results, order-independence, data-completeness, and conservation. PSM does not
have these properties.
C3: We introduce DBSeM as a clustering-based SM approach and prove that DBSeM sat-
isfies the four properties of an optimal SM algorithm.
C4: We show that bootstrapped PSM results converge towards the results gained by DB-
SeM, which is the average result of all sets of exact matched pairs.
The motivation behind our contributions are to develop an algorithm, which is usable for
statistical matching in general and is deterministic. Fulfilling the deterministic property is im-
portant for the algorithm as results obtained through application of a deterministic algorithm
can be reproduced by fellow researchers, leading to verifiability of results as well as to further
common ground for scientific discussion in the field of observational studies.
Note that this is a mathematical article. Hence the proven results are generally applicable to
all datasets used in exact SM.
While this paper uses medical terminology such as ”patients” or ”treatment” to illustrate its
content, our results are applicable to other fields of research with observational studies as well.
2 Related work and definitions
In the context of medical observational studies the propensity score (PS) is the probability that
a patient is assigned to a particular treatment given a vector of observed covariates [33]. PSM
matches patients with similar/equal PS to allow a comparison between treatment results. Thus
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PS and PSM are defined by Rosenbaum and Rubin in [33] as follows:
Given a set G := {x1, . . . , xa, z1, . . . , zb} of patients. Let A := {x1, . . . , xa} and B :=
{z1, . . . , zb} be the patient partition for the respective treatments. The s statistically relevant
properties – covariates – of each patient p ∈ G are specified by an s-dimensional covariate
vector cv(p) ∈ Rs≥0 and the observed result is identified by obs(p) ∈ R.
In randomized studies the PS is known by design, whereas in non-randomized studies – the
case of the illustrative example – it needs to be estimated from the dataset. PS is typically [36]
estimated using logistic regression, but can also be calculated through other regression methods
such as probit, tobit or cox regression, with treatment as the dependent variable and covariates
as baseline. Given regression coefficients βj , 0 ≤ j ≤ s, from the logistic regression the
estimated PS of a patient p is defined as
ps(p) :=
eβ0+
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(p)
1 + eβ0+
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(p)
. (1)
To compare patients with each other one can now compute the estimated propensity score dif-
ferences (PSD) from the PS of all patients for the dataset as
psdi, j := |ps(xi)− ps(zj)|, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b. (2)
Finally one has to match the patients and in general there are two classes of SM, that are
used to match members of different sets, i.e., patients:
• Exact matching [37, 38]: Only members of different sets with equal covariate vectors are
matched, i.e., for PSM psdi, j = 0.
• δ-matching [37]: Members of different sets can be matched if they are similar enough
according to a chosen similarity measure, e.g., Mahalanobis distance [38] or for δ-PSM
psdi, j ≤ δ.
Different algorithmic realizations of δ-matching are for example caliper matching, nearest
neighbor matching or optimal matching [37, 39, 41].
The foundation for both, exact and δ-PSM was laid by Rubin and Rosenbaum [33], by in-
troducing the notion of balancing scores. A balancing score b(cv(p)) of a patient is a value
assignment, such that the conditional distribution of cv(p) is the same for patients p from both
treatment groups, A and B. Rubin and Rosenbaum showed that PS is the coarsest balancing
score, while cv(p) is the finest ( [33], section 2) and that if treatment assignment is strongly
ignorable, then the difference between the two respective treatments is an unbiased estimate of
the average treatment effect at that balancing score value ( [33], theorem 3).
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We will, if not stated otherwise, only consider exact PSM in this paper. Besides ease of
presentation our reasons are manifold:
1. An ideal experimental design would be to compare the outcome of two therapies for
pairs of patients with exactly the same condition vector. For this reason we focus on
exact matching in this paper. Additionally exact matching is the best possible type of of
δ-PSM [40].
2. Exact matching is a special case of the more general δ-matching. Thus every δ-matching
contains an exact matching or at least the attempt of an exact matching on a subset of
patients and pitfalls emerging in exact matching are present in δ-matching as well.
3. If pitfalls are present in exact matching, then letting δ > 0, either amplifies the effects
of these pitfalls or does not affect them in any way. Most importantly the pitfalls do not
vanish.
4. Pitfalls emerging in exact matching are significant for the whole theory of PSM, as the
best case for SM is a dataset, which is fully matchable by exact matching.
5. If no exact matches between two therapy groups exist, then the question of comparability
of the two groups on the basis of the given dataset arises as they have no common support.
Note that, because of reasons 2–4, considering only exact matching does not impair the
scope of our deductions regarding the implications for δ-matching.
Additionally we limit the presentation to 1:1 exact matchings as 1:1 matching procedures
have the highest amount of possible matchings for fixed match-sizes and all possible k:l match-
ings are included in the set of possible 1:1matchings, see subsection 2.1 for further explanations
regarding k:l and one-to-many PSM.
Algorithm 1 describes the general structure of an 1:1 PSM-based matching procedure (cf. [39]):
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Algorithm 1 General 1:1 PSM-based/statistical matching procedure
1: Compute psdi, j ∀1 ≤ i ≤ a, 1 ≤ j ≤ b (e.g., using logistic or tobit regression).
2: Check balancing of propensity score (e.g., known covariates of high influence should have
high influence on the regression value).
3: for each patient xi ∈ A (1 ≤ i ≤ a) do
Create Matching SetMi = ∅.
Search for unmatched patient zj ∈ B (1 ≤ j ≤ b) with psd(i, j) ≡ 0.
If zj ∈ B was found in previous step: SetMi := {xi, zj}
Continue with next patient from A.
4: end for
5: Check covariate balancing in matches and matching quality (e.g., homogenization) and
output matching setsMi.
Steps 2 and 5 do not have to be considered in this paper because exact matching – if viable
– completely balances covariates and achieves complete harmonization.
Furthermore the various matching strategies applicable in step 3, such as nearest neigh-
bor [37], stratification [38] or optimal [41] matching, are irrelevant for this paper. This is be-
cause each strategy’s strengths and weaknesses come to fruition in exact matching as psdi, j = 0
(and cv(xi) ≡ cv(yj)) is either true for all PSM strategies or for none.
2.1 1:2 and one-to-many PSM
1:2 PSM is a variant of PSM were one patient from one therapy group gets matched to two
patients from the other therapy group, if there are two patients meeting the matching criteria.
This leads to a loss of information as possible matchings could be ignored. For instance, let xi
be an arbitrary patient of A and there exist no other patients in A with the same PS. Assuming
that there are ten patients in B with the same PS as xi, there are ( 102 ) = 45 many possible
1:2 matchings out of which only one gets chosen, while the information in the remaining eight
unmatched patients gets lost. Note that this can happen in δ-PSM as well.
Obviously this behavior persists in the general case of k:l PSM, where k, l ∈ N, k patients
from one therapy group get matched to l patients of the other group, if all patients meet the
matching criteria. Consequently we will not consider one-to-many or its more general case of
k:l PSM in this article, see also subsection 3.2 on incomplete usage of data.
2.2 Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping techniques [42] are applied in PSM to avoid negative effects occurring due to
randomness or statistical outliers. Considering the example from the previous subsection 2.1
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again: Let xi be an arbitrary element of A and there exist ten patients from B with equal PS.
Assume that only a single patient zj out of the ten has obs(zj) = 1. Matching only xi and zj
and thus leaving the remaining nine possible matches in B unmatched distorts the result. This
persists, even if the matching choice was made randomly, as the error lies within the choice of
matching only one pair. Note that variants of one-to-many PSM are susceptible to the same
error. Bootstrapping avoids this by taking multiple samples, meaning that the matching part of
the algorithm is run multiple times.
As each sample can be perceived as a different permutation of the input, one has to take a
high number of samples, which adds an overhead to bootstrapping. Because of this added over-
head, the bootstrapping approach seems to be used very rarely. In comparison to the widespread
use of PSM, only few studies, e.g., [43–45], make use of bootstrapping with PSM. We prove
that the result of executing PSM with bootstrapping will converge to the result delivered by
DBSeM which avoids the overhead of bootstrapping and does not suffer from the remaining
pitfalls of PSM.
3 PSM’s Pitfalls
With regard to the goal of SM it is desirable to establish a matching procedure that delivers
identical results for the same input set. We show in this section that results of multiple PSM
runs differ significantly even if PSM is applied to the same dataset and identify some of PSM’s
Pitfalls.
For illustration we use the quality assurance dataset of isolated aortic valve procedures in
2013, which is an official mandatory dataset including all isolated aortic valve surgery cases
in German hospitals and contains patient information (covariates) and mortality information
(observed result) for 17,427 patients. For each patient, the corresponding record contains 19
variables, i.e., s = 19. This external quality assurance database for isolated aortic valve proce-
dures 2013 of the German Federal Joint Committee contains 9,848 SAVR (replacement surgery
of aortic valves) cases and 7,579 TF-AVI cases (transcatheter/transfemoral implantation of aor-
tic valves)1, held by the Federal Joint Committee (Germany). Given the dataset it can safely be
assumed that the data is independent in a statistical sense as patients were only recorded once.
The illustrative results, i.e., mortality rates, were calculated using the internationally validated
Euroscore II2 variables and the PSM functions provided by IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows,
Version 24.0.
1The cases were documented in accordance with §137 Social Security Code V (SGB V) by hospitals registered
under §108 SGB V. The data collection is compulsory for all in-patient isolated aortic valve procedures in German
hospitals.
2http://www.euroscore.org
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3.1 Randomness of Choice and sort order dependence of PSM
For clarification of exposure the following definitions are essential:
Definition 1 (Sort order) The sort order for SM is the order in which patients are ordered in
the matrix representing the dataset.
The following example illustrates the meaning of sort order for SM:
Example 1 Let x1 and x2 be patients with covariate vector cv(x1) = (1, 0, 1) and cv(x1) =
(0, 1, 0). The order in which x1 and x2 appear in the matrix representing the dataset is the sort
order for SM covariates. Thus
1 0 1 (cv(x1))
0 1 0 (cv(x2))
and
0 1 0 (cv(x2))
1 0 1 (cv(x1))
represent different sort orders.
Note that a sort order is valid for the dataset as a whole, thus the whole data matrix is ordered
such that a column represents the value of a specific covariate.
Obviously the information contained in a dataset is independent of the sort order of the given
dataset. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 2 An SM-algorithm is sort order dependent if given a dataset with therapy groups
A and B the algorithm calculates different results for different sort orders.
Looking at step 3 of the general PSM procedure (algorithm 1), one can infer that if sort
order dependence was not in mind and thus taken care of, PSM implementations generally are
sort order dependent as the first, or according to a random number, potential match, regardless
of the precise matching criteria, i.e., nearest-neighbor, optimal, caliper-matching, gets picked.
Additionally the matching of fixed sizes, independent on the exact values of k and l, is sort-order
dependent as well for the same reason.
The sort order dependency can also be observed by looking at the results from Table 1,
which presents PSM calculations on the aforementioned dataset.
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1502 exact matchings with SAVR TF-AVI χ2 Test
regards to all 19 Euroscore II in-hospital death in-hospital death (2-tailed)
variables and without replacement count % count % p-value
Run 1 73 4.9% 33 2.2% < 0.0001
Run 2 73 4.9% 34 2.3% < 0.0001
Run 3 (different sort order) 42 2.8% 32 2.1% 0.2398
Table 1: Results of exact 1:1 PSM runs for two heart-surgery methods without bootstrapping
The rows labeled Run 1 and Run 3 (different sort order) differ only in the sort order given
in the input. They differ precisely by changing the sort order through ordering one covariate in
descending, the patients with 1 as entry for this covariate come first, instead of ascending order.
If PSM would be sort order independent, the result should at least be similar, as the dataset
and every other given input was exactly the same. As the results largely differ the possible
conclusions drawn from looking at Run 3 are contrary to the conclusions one would draw from
looking at Run 1.
Besides sort order dependence of PSM there is a random element included as well as Run
1 and Run 2 used the same sort order, but obtain a slightly different result. The randomness
effect occurs for patients x ∈ A with more than one patient z ∈ B such that ps(x) ≡ ps(z). For
a method used in a scientific context this should not happen as verification of results through
reproduction by fellow researchers with the same dataset and software is severely impeded as
results are difficult to reproduce.
To clarify the importance of sort order dependence and randomness of choice we calculated
the worst and best possible results for exact 1:1 PSM on the given dataset, for results see Table 2.
The exemplary dataset had mortality as observed values, thus a patient is either dead or alive at
the end of the study. Consequently the best case for a therapy group means that living patients
from the therapy group were matched to living patients, while avoiding matching living patients
to dead patients as long as possible. This can for example be done in the best case for every
patient of one partition group, e.g., A, by taking the patient’s PS and if there is a living patient
in B with the same PS, then both living patients get matched. If there is no living patient in
B, but dead patients with the same PS exist, then they get matched. Naturally patients with
different PS do not get matched as we only considered exact matching. One should note that
the observed result is not included in the regression model and does not need to be included for
simulating a PSM in this manner as patients were only potentially matched if the PS of both
patients coincided.
As the matching procedure was exact PSM the results are balanced regarding the covariates,
thus, even if constructed, each of the presented cases is a valid outcome of applying PSM to
the dataset. Furthermore the true effect is generally unknown in practice and there is a random
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1,502 exact matchings with SAVR TF-AVI χ2 Test3
regards to all 19 Euroscore II in-hospital death in-hospital death (2-tailed)
variables and without replacement count % count % p-value
Best Case 24 1.6% 15 1.0% 0.1470
Worst Case 73 4.9% 50 3.3% 0.0342
Best SAVR/Worst TF-AVI 24 1.6% 50 3.3% 0.0021
Worst SAVR/Best TF-AVI 73 4.9% 15 1.0% < 0.0001
Uniform Bootstrapping (10,000 samples) 52.47 3.49% 32.10 2.14% 0.0210 (t-test)
PSM with replacement (3,288 matches) 73 2.2% 85 2.5% 0.3339
Table 2: Results for exact 1:1 PSM with the same dataset as in Table 1
element in place. Thus identification of a result as an outlier can be difficult, especially since the
balance of these matches is perfect. As the results regarding the observed value is completely
different, the conclusions drawn from these results can differ as well. For example most of
the medical studies cited in the introduction, e.g., [4, 6, 9–12, 15–20, 24–30], given the decision
criteria of a χ2-value above 3.841, and respectively a p-value below 0.05, the null hypothesis (
H0: The mortality-rate does not depend on therapy), would be rejected for Best SAVR/Worst
TF-AVI and Worst SAVR/Best TF-AVI from Table 2 even though the direction of the results are
different, the matchings are completely balanced and computed using the same dataset.
Bootstrapping [42] can solve some of the aforementioned issues if the selection of a match-
ing partner among many is uniform. Thus, we define:
Definition 3 A bootstrapped PSM is called uniformly bootstrapped PSM (ubPSM) iff the se-
lection choice of patients in A to be matched with a single patient from B of equal PS has the
same probability for all patients from A and vice versa.
Note that if the uniformity assumption made in definition 3 does not hold, then a bootstrapped
result can be skewed, this holds as well if too few bootstrapping iterations were done. Note that
this assumption does not hold if one simply applies randomness to the matching procedure.
Table 2 shows the result of applying a ubPSM to our dataset. It is evident that the result
significantly differs from some of the other results that were not bootstrapped. In regard of the
pitfall introduced in this section and subsection 2.2, it is obvious that PSM with bootstrapping
improves result reliability in exchange for computational effort as the change of variance of the
result is smaller. An additional drawback of bootstrapping is that one cannot be certain that the
drawn amount of samples during the bootstrapping process is large enough. The method shown
in section 5 of this paper delivers an alternative for this approach and does not suffer from the
drawbacks introduced through bootstrapping.
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3.2 Incomplete usage of Data
For this paragraph suppose that patients x˜1, . . . , x˜n and z˜1, . . . , z˜m with identical PS, psd(i, j) =
0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, exist and that n < m.
An exact 1:1 PSM algorithm will create nmatching pairs during the matching step, step 3 in
algorithm 1. Thereforem−nmany potential matches are ignored and the information provided
by the dataset is only incompletely used. As this can, and in practice usually will, happen many
times during a single PSM iteration a potentially large amount of information is ignored.
Taking a look at the exemplary calculations the exact 1:1 PSM generates 1502 matching
pairs and thus uses only 15, 3% of available SAVR and 19, 8% of available TF-AVI-patient data.
In section 2 we will present an algorithm that uses all of the available data and that potentially
34, 1% SAVR and 29, 7% TF-AVI patients are exact 1:1 matchable.
For the reminder of this paragraph (3.2), we will consider δ-matching and assume that the
x˜1, . . . , x˜n and z˜1, . . . , z˜m have psd(i, j) ≤ δ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , m} for given
δ > 0 and n < m. A 1:1 PSM algorithmwill again create at most nmatching pairs. Furthermore
the larger therapy group usually provides even more potential matching patients for δ > 0, thus
n << m and the rate of information used is even lower than in the exact matching case.
Note that the shortly discussed k:l matching variants, presented in subsection 2.1, will con-
struct at most n matching pairs. Consequently they present no valid solution to this pitfall.
PSM with replacement is supposed to solve the problem of incomplete data usage, but it has
the drawback that some patients disproportionally impact the PSM result. This leads to results
differing significantly from the outcomes gained through PSM without replacement. This can
also be observed by looking at the result presented in the last row of Table 2. While weighting
matches according to their frequency [37] alleviates the problem, the distorting nature of PSM
with replacement along with the other presented pitfalls persists.
3.3 Calculation of Propensity Scores
The PS for PSM are typically computed using a type of regression. This results in issues related
to floating point comparison, machine precision and the non-uniqueness of solutions of a non-
linear optimization problem. Alongside these issues one has to consider the property stated by
proposition 1:
Proposition 1 If no two index sets I, J ⊆ {1, . . . , s} with I 6= J and the property
∑
i∈I
βi =
∑
j∈J
βj , (3)
exist, then: Two patients x, z have the same covariate vectors, cv(x) ≡ cv(z), if and only if
they have the same logistic regression propensity scores, ps(x) ≡ ps(z).
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Proof: Assume there exist no two index sets I, J satisfying equation (3), but that x, z are two
patients with different covariate vectors, cv(x) 6= cv(z), and equal propensity scores, ps(x) ≡
ps(z). Then the following equations lead to a contradiction.
ps(x) = ps(z) ⇔
eβ0+
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(x)
1 + eβ0+
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(x)
=
eβ0+
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(z)
1 + eβ0+
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(z)
⇔ e
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(x) = e
∑s
j=1 βjcvj(z)
⇔
s∑
j=1
βjcvj(x) =
s∑
j=1
βjcvj(z)
⇔ cvj(x) = cvj(z) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
The last identity holds because by assumption there exists no index sets I, J such that equa-
tion (3) holds, thus regression coefficients are unique in the sense of linear combinations. As
cvj(x), cvj(z) ∈ R≥0 this results in a contradiction to the initial assumption that the covariate
vectors are different. The opposite direction holds as all relations were equivalent. 
According to Proposition 1, PS are not unique if equation (3) holds for any combination
of logistic regression coefficients. Thus, patients with different covariate vectors match despite
using exact PSM. This property extends to δ-PSM as one cannot be sure that patients with
similar PSs have similar CVs.
This concludes our discussion regarding contribution C1. Based on the presented pitfalls,
we derive a set of properties which an optimal SM algorithm should have in the next section.
4 Properties for SM algorithms
As shown in the previous section, PSM does not compute verifiable and reliable results. Prop-
erties 1 and 2 formalize corresponding properties for SM algorithms:
Property 1 An SM algorithm has the reproducibility property iff the results given the same
input remain exactly the same for any number of computations.
Property 2 An SM algorithm has the property of sort-order independence iff the result remains
the same even if the sort order of covariates of the dataset is changed.
SM algorithms possessing properties 1 and 2 can still produce non-reliable results as they
are not necessarily matching in a well defined manner. This is addressed by the following two
properties:
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Property 3 An exact SM algorithm has the data completeness property, iff for all permutations
of patients x˜1, . . . , x˜n ∈ A and z˜1, . . . , z˜m ∈ B with identical PS and m 6= n, the observed
information of all n +m patients has influence on the algorithm’s result.
For completeness of exposure we will give an extension of the data completeness property
for exact matching to δ-matching here. The extension can be done by introducing a cost function
for the matching and the notion of existing possible matches:
Definition 4 Let M = {M1, . . . , M|M |} be a matching and denote the matched patient from
therapy groupA within the matching setMi ofM withMi(A). Then the weight of the matching
M is defined by
w(M) :=
|M |∑
i=1
psd(Mi(A), Mi(B)). (4)
Definition 5 A patient x˜i ∈ A is matchable in a δ-matching, if there exists a patient y˜j ∈ B
such that psd(i, j) ≤ δ.
Definition 6 A δ-SM algorithm has the data completeness property iff for a matching M and
all patients x˜1, . . . , x˜n ∈ A and z˜1, . . . , z˜m ∈ B with an existing possible match are matched
and w(M) is minimal.
SM algorithms fulfilling the data completeness property use all information contained in
the input as no possible match is ignored. Even PSM with replacement does not have the
data completeness property as randomness and sort order dependency still inhibit choosing
some possible matches. The last property necessary for an optimal SM matching algorithm
guarantees that the determined matching has no additional errors besides the errors stemming
from the underlying data.
Property 4 An SM algorithm is called conserving if it is only possible for patients to be matched
• in exact matching, if their covariate vectors are the same.
• in δ-matching, if their covariates are similar enough according to the chosen similarity
measure.
While PSM is often assumed to have the conserving property, it is computed using estimated
regression scores and this can introduce additional errors as Proposition 1 does not always hold.
This concludes our discussion regarding contribution C2 and we present our SM algorithm –
Deterministic Balancing Score exact Matching (DBSeM) – meeting all four properties for exact
SM next.
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5 Deterministic Balancing Score Matching
The general idea of DBSeM is to cluster patients from a therapy group with same covariate
vectors and generate a matching between both therapy groups over the constructed clusters.
Clustering of patients p and q requires a distance metric. In exact matching any metric
would be applicable, but for ease of presentation we will use the Manhattan metric d(p, q) :=∑s
i=1 |cvi(p)− cvi(q)| from now on. Note that patients p and q have equal covariate vectors iff
d(p, q) ≡ 0.
Definition 7 A cluster of patients from one therapy groupH is a non-empty set CH of patients
with properties
1. d(p, q) = 0 ∀p, q ∈ CH .
2. ∄q ∈ H such that q /∈ CH and d(p, q) = 0 for p ∈ CH .
3. If p ∈ CH , then the assigned covariate vector of CH is cv(p).
Because of definition 7 clusters have the following characteristics:
Proposition 2 LetH be a therapy group in an SM context, then the following holds for clusters
in this therapy group:
1. Every patient inH belongs to exactly one cluster.
2. Every cluster can have exactly one covariate vector assigned to it.
3. Any two clusters inH have different assigned covariate vectors.
Proof: We prove every characteristic individually:
1. The assumption that there exists a patient p ∈ H not belonging to any cluster is by
definition 7 not possible, thus it remains to show that there exists no patient p ∈ H
belonging to two different clusters C1 and C2. Assume that p ∈ C1 ∩ C2 and let q1 ∈
C1 and q2 ∈ C2 be two patients in C1 and C2 respectively. As p ∈ C1 ∩ C2 it holds
by definition 7.1 that d(p, q1) = 0 = d(p, q2) and therefore d(q1, q2) = 0. This is a
contradiction to definition 7.2 an therefore every patient belongs to exactly one cluster.
2. As clusters are non-empty sets of patients every cluster has at least one covariate vector
assigned to it. Therefore assume that cluster C has two assigned covariate vectors v1 and
v2 differing in at least one entry. Then by definition 7.3 it holds that there exists patients
p, q ∈ C such that v1 = cv(p) and v2 = cv(q). As v1 6= v2 holds by assumption it follows
that d(p, q) 6= 0, contradicting definition 7.1 as p, q ∈ C.
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3. Assume that different clusters C1 and C2 have the same assigned covariate vector. This
implies that d(p, q) = 0, ∀p ∈ C1, q ∈ C2 and is a contradiction to definition 7.2.

Because of proposition 2, clusters can be assigned unique covariate vectors. We denote the
similarity of two clustersCA andCB – for therapy groupsA andB respectively – as d(CA, CB).
Similarly the distance between a patient p and a cluster C is d(p, C).
Proposition 3 Let CA and CB be clusters from different therapy groups, then d(CA, CB) ≡ 0
holds iff the two clusters have the same assigned covariate vector.
Proof: Let CA and CB be clusters from different therapy groups and d(CA, CB) ≡ 0. As
every cluster has exactly one assigned covariate vector it remains to show that cv(CA) ≡ cv(CB)
and the following holds:
d(CA, CB) ≡ 0 ⇔
s∑
i=1
|cvi(CA)− cvi(CB)| ≡ 0⇔ cvi(CA) ≡ cvi(CB), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ s. (5)
Thus both clusters have the same assigned covariate vector. The reverse direction follows as all
implications in equation (5) are given through equivalence. 
The DBSeM algorithm Propositions 2 and 3 allow us to match clusters in an explicit way
and to formulate the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 2 DBSeM
1: Set c = 0 and is clustered(xi) = 0 for all patients in A.
2: for each patient xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ a do
3: if is clustered(xi) ≡ 0 then
4: Set c = c+ 1, CA, c := {xi} and is clustered(xi) = 1.
5: end if
6: for each patient xj with i < j ≤ a and is clustered(xj) ≡ 0 do
7: if d(xj , CA, c) ≡ 0 then
8: set CA, c = CA, c ∪ xj and is clustered(xj) = 1
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: Repeat steps 1 and 2 for B and store the number of clusters from A and B in variables k
and l respectively.
13: for every cluster CA, i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
14: Create Matching SetMi = ∅.
15: Search for cluster CB, c with d(CA, i, CB, c) ≡ 0.
16: if A cluster CB, c was found in the previous step then
17: SetMi = {CA, i, CB, c}.
18: end if
19: end for
20: Weight clusters according to a weighting scheme.
21: Output matching setsMk and the weighted result.
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The weighting in step 20 is required to normalize the results and we will discuss it extensively
in the next section. Next, we prove that DBSeM meets the four properties of an optimal SM
algorithm.
Theorem 1 The DBSeM algorithm satisfies properties 1 to 4.
Proof: We prove reproducibility by contradiction. We assume that two runs of DBSeM gen-
erated different matching set results R1 and R2, i.e., different clusters were matched. W.l.o.g.
assume that C ⊆ A is matched with C1 ⊆ B in R1 and C2 ⊆ B in R2. As C was matched
with C1 and C2 we know from Proposition 3 that d(C, C1) ≡ 0 ≡ d(C, C2). This implies
d(C1, C2) ≡ 0 and C1 ≡ C2 as of Proposition 2. Therefore R1 ≡ R2 as C, C1 and C2 were
arbitrary. Thus we have a contradiction to the assumption that R1 and R2 were different. The
proof for sort-order independence is analogous.
Let x˜1, . . . , x˜n ∈ A and y˜1, . . . , y˜n ∈ B be two sets of patients with identical covariate
vectors. Because of steps 1 to 12 both patient sets belong to a cluster CA and CB respectively.
This means cv(x˜i) ≡ cv(y˜j), ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m and cv(CA) ≡ cv(CB). Thus, all
patients represented by clusters were matched and impact the matching result. Thus the data
completeness property is fulfilled.
The conservation property holds because clusters were only matched if their covariate vec-
tors were the same and every cluster has an unique covariate vector. This concludes the proof
as long as step 20 does not disturb the four properties, which will be proven in proposition 4. 
As theorem 1 shows DBSeM satisfies the four properties needed for an optimal SM al-
gorithm. According to [33], the covariate vector is the finest balancing score that expresses
differences between patients. Thus, for exact matching one achieves an expression of differ-
ences between patients by applying our algorithm. By clustering the patients and comparing
matched cluster cardinality, one can estimate assignment biases in both therapies.
Observe that the result given by the DBSeM algorithm is the same as the expected result
given by coarsened exact matching (CEM), introduced by [38,46], if the strata used in CEM are
generated in such a way that a stratum contains all patients with equal covariate vectors from
both therapy groups. We stress that the value given by CEM is still an expected value, thus it
can change if the algorithm is applied multiple times to the same dataset, while the value given
by the DBSeM algorithm is a deterministic one, which is fixed by the data itself and does not
change when applying the algorithm multiple times to the same dataset (property 1).
Finally note that the result given by algorithm 2 is imbalance bounded (IB), as defined
in [46]. It is also equal percent bias reducing (EPBR) [47] and we intend to extend our method to
δ-matching, with δ > 0, such that these properties (IB) and (EPBR) are kept, while confirming
to the four properties introduced in section 4.
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This concludes our discussion regarding contribution C3. Based on the presented algorithm
we proceed to present a simple weighting mechanism and prove that bootstrapped ubPSM con-
verges against DBSeM.
6 Bootstrapped PSM convergence
Step 20 of DBSeM (cf. Algorithm 3) uses a weighting approach to avoid that different cardi-
nalities of clusters lead to distorted matching results. In the following we use a min-weighing
scheme as it allows us to show convergence of bootstrapped PSM to the DBSeM results.
The idea is to weight matched clusters CA, i and CB, j accordingly to their size such that
the influence of both clusters is min{|CA, i|, |CB, j|} respectively. Algorithm 3 outlines a min-
weighting procedure that needs to be applied to all matched clusters CA, i and CB, j in step 20
of Algorithm 2 (recall that k and l are the number of clusters from A and B respectively).
Algorithm 3Min-Weighting Procedure
1: Set w(CA, i) = 0 ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k and w(CB, j) = 0 ∀1 ≤ j ≤ l
2: for all CA, i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k withMi 6= ∅ do
Determine the matching cluster CB, j, 1 ≤ j ≤ l.
Calculate SA, i := SB, j := min{|CA, i|, |CB, j|}.
Compute w(CA, i) := SA, i/|CA, i| and w(CB, j) := SB, j/|CB, j |.
3: end for
4: Compute min-weighted results:
RA :=
k∑
i=1
[w(CA, i)
|CA, i|∑
h=1
obs(xi, h)], (6)
RB :=
l∑
j=1
[w(CB, j)
|CB, j |∑
h=1
obs(yj, h)], (7)
where xi, h ∈ CA, i and yj, h ∈ CB, j .
Proposition 4 The usage of algorithm 3 in step 20 of algorithm 2 does not disturb the properties
of reproducibility, sort-order independence, data completeness and conservation of algorithm 2.
Proof: From the proof of theorem 1 we know that steps 1 to 19 of algorithm 2 fulfill
the properties of reproducibility, sort-order independence, data completeness and conservation.
Assume now that algorithm 3 outputs two different min-weighted results RA, 1 and RA, 2 for
therapy group A. Then there has to exist at least one pair of matched clusters CA, i and CB, j
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with different weights in RA, 1 and RA, 2 as the sum over the observed variables inside a cluster∑|CA, i|
h=1 obs(xi, h) always has the same value and the matched clusters are uniquely matched
because of proposition 3 and steps 1 to 19 of algorithm 2 being reproducible and sort-order
independent. As the matched clusters are unique so are their sizes and therefore SA, i is unique.
Thus w(CA, i) is the same for both assumed results RA, 1 and RA, 2 and as CA, i and CB, j were
chosen arbitrarily this holds for all clusters. Thus RA, 1 ≡ RA, 2 and the proof is analogous for
different results regardingB. This proves that the property of reproducibility is not disturbed by
using algorithm 3 in step 20 of algorithm 2. The proof for sort-order independence is analogous.
If a patient was inside a matched cluster, then it influences the weight computed in step 2
and the result generated in step 4. Therefore usage of algorithm 3 does not disturb algorithm
2’s data completeness property.
As algorithm 3 does not delete matches, does not match itself and every matched patient is
considered, it does not disturb algorithm 2’s conservation property. 
An DBSeM algorithm with the min-weighting procedure in step 20 is called min-weighted
DBSeM and as k ≤ |A| and l ≤ |B| the following theorem holds:
Theorem 2 The min-weighted DBSeM algorithm has a runtime ofO(|A| · |B| ·s+ |A|2+ |B|2).
Proof: In DBSeM step 1 every patient ofA gets looked exactly once, while DBSeM steps 2
to 12 have two for-loops and therefore a runtime of |A|2 and |B|2 respectively. In DBSeM
steps 13 to 19 every cluster inB is investigated at most |A| times and every comparison between
clusters needs s (size of covariate vector) operations to determine the Manhattan metric. This
leads to a total runtime of O(|A| · |B| · s + |A|2 + |B|2) for steps 1–4. Algorithm 3’s runtime
in step 20 is only dependent on the number of clusters l and k in an additive way. As l ≤ |A|
and k ≤ |B| it follows that Algorithm 3 has a runtime of O(max{|A|, |B|}). Thus the min-
weighted DBSeM algorithm has a total runtime of O(|A| · |B| · s+ |A|2 + |B|2). 
Note that the notation given in the statement of theorem 2 is due to the fact that we did not
assume anything about the sizes of A, B or s nor their relative sizes with regard to each other.
Theorem 3 establishes that min-weighted DBSeM has the desirable property of bootstrapped
PSM convergence. As shown in proposition 1, PSM requires βi 6=
∑k
j=1, j 6=i βj for all indices i
in the logistic regression, to obtain meaningful results, hence we assume this in the following.
Theorem 3 Uniformly bootstrapped 1:1 exact PSM converges towards the outcome of min-
weighted-DBSeM.
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Proof: We have to show that the expected values of bootstrapped 1:1 exact PSM results
are the same values as in Equations (6) and (7). Proving convergence towards equality (6) is
sufficient, as the proof of (7) follows analogously.
By the law of large numbers it holds that, for a known distribution, the bootstrapped result
converges after sufficiently many iterations towards the expected value of the underlying dis-
tribution. As expected values for random variables X and Y underlying the same probability
distribution are additive,E(X+Y ) = E(X)+E(Y ), it suffices to identify the distributions and
probability for patients in clusters matched by min-weighted DBSeM to be matched by exact
PSM.
By assumption the inequality βi 6=
∑k
j=1, j 6=i βj ∀βi holds and we know from Proposition 1
that patients with the same propensity score have the same covariate vectors. As we do an exact
1 : 1 matching in the PSM part of every bootstrap iteration, the number of patients matched
by PSM for a cluster CA, i matched with cluster CB, j is SA, i, as their propensity scores are
equal. The probability for one patient in CA, i to be chosen for matching with a patient from
CB, j during one bootstrapping iteration is identical for all patients in CA, i as we assumed that
the selection choice of patients to be matched has the same probability for all patients. Thus we
have a discrete uniform distribution over CA, i for the matching partner choice in PSM.
It follows that the expected value for cluster CA, i matched with CB, j calculates as
E(CA, i) = SA, i · (
|CA, i|∑
h=1
obs(xA, h))/|CA,h|. (8)
Addition of expected values now proves the theorem’s statement:
E(A) =
k∑
i=1
E(CA, i) =
k∑
i=1
SA, i · (
|CA, i|∑
h=1
obs(xA, h))/|CA, i| (9)
=
k∑
i=1
= SA, i/|CA, i|
|CA, i|∑
h=1
obs(xA, h) =
k∑
i=1
w(CA, i)
|CA, i|∑
h=1
obs(xA, h) (10)
= RA. (11)

Table 3 shows the result for min-weighted DBSeM with our dataset from Tables 1 and 2.
The DBSeM result is close but not equal to the result obtained uniformly bootstrapped PSM in
Table 2. This is because even with bootstrapping
1. some information is lost during the matching (not all possible matches are used) and
2. some matchings are overrepresented, i.e., sampled more than once.
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Uniformly bootstrapped PSM will only achieve the exact same result as DBSeM if all permuta-
tions of the possible different matching samples are used exactly the same number of times (cf.
Theorem 3). Since DBSeM has the data completeness property and PSM does not, the result
in Table 3 represents the ground truth that PSM can only achieve with bootstrapping through
all matching permutations. In general, there are (max{a, b})! such permutations which makes
computing PSM for all of them not feasible. Hence, DBSeM performs better in SM compared
to exact PSM as PSM would need a very large amount of iterations to generate the same result
with a bootstrapping approach.
1,502 matched clusters with SAVR TF-AVI t-test
regards to all 19 Euroscore II in-hospital death in-hospital death (2-tailed)
variables and without replacement count % count % p-value
Min-weighted DBSeM 53.01 3.5% 32.32 2.1% 0.02271
Table 3: Results for min-weighted DBSeM with the same dataset as in Tables 1 and 2
We conclude with some remarks for practitioners and comment on the scope of our contri-
bution.
We have shown that PSM delivers non-reliable and non-reproducible results (C1) and for-
mally deduced four properties for optimal SM algorithms (C2). The proposed DBSeM proce-
dure meets the four derived formal properties for optimal SM algorithms (C3) and delivers as
the result the average of all valid sets of matched pairs for the investigated dataset, while being
computationally very efficient (C4).
The presented DBSeM-algorithm can be used to support results, generated through other
methods, e.g. PSM, CEM. As the result given by DBSeM is deterministic for a given dataset,
and therefore definite, see Theorem 1, it is possible to use the result for verification as the
exact matching should be part of every δ-matching with δ > 0. If the observational results
of the DBSeM-matching and the chosen δ-matching method coincide, then the quality of the
calculated δ-matching is more likely to be good in the sense of statistical matching criteria such
as (EPBR) and (IB). On the other hand if the results contradict each other the practitioner should
consider the collection of additional data.
Further work in regards to the presented method is the extension of DBSeM, such that δ-
matchings for δ > 0 can be constructed through a deterministic method as well.
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